1. Love-Based

Reality

..............
I am soul-nurtured whenever I
surround myself with friends and family
who support a love-based reality, rather
than a fear-based reality. I choose to devote myself to a reality
that connects me to beauty, strengthens love in my life, and
inspires, empowers and fills me with joy.
Nurturing a love-based reality sustains me in my life and keeps
me buoyant whenever I face fears or self-doubt. It strengthens
my capacity to be present and to be of greater service to life on
the planet.
I bow in deep appreciation to all the people who have supported
me to be my best and believed in me. As I grow in love and
compassion, I naturally reflect the light of these energies to all
those around me.
Card Affirmation:
I am soul-nurtured when I surround myself with friends and
family who support a love-based reality.
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2. Self-Renewal

..............
I love to declutter my life, to cleanse and
purify my home. I benefit from cleaning
out my closets and drawers, and from
letting go of things that no longer work
for me. I find ways to create closure
in relationships and end connections that no longer serve my
highest good.
Decluttering is a sacred practice for me, a time to reboot and
renew, a time to release old mindsets and outmoded beliefs. I
value these periodic clean-ups and clean-outs—these are special
times when I say goodbye to old identities and rebirth myself,
making space for the new.
I allow my intuition to guide me in what to keep and what to let
go. In this way, it becomes an effortless and enjoyable process.
Card Affirmation:
As I clean out old energies, I have more space for that which
wants to be birthed into my life.
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3. Inner

Wellspring

..............
Love lives through me. I have an inner
wellspring of love—an outpouring, an
infinite flow—that is always available to
me.
I honour the deep, flowing river of energy within me—the
ever-manifesting feminine essence of life, which flows through
all things. This is the source of my health, my happiness and the
meaning in my life. When I connect to my inner wellspring,
I feel alive, I glow, I feel desirable—the juices of my creativity
flow. From this place, I not only inspire others, I also nurture
the infinite source of love within me.
Card Affirmation:
I have an inner wellspring of love that luxuriously
overflows with abundance.
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4. my

Creative
Power

..............
My female creativity and genius are
endless resources that I’m only just
beginning to tap into, explore and
develop.
I am bursting with ideas and visions. I am a passion-storm
of creativity, eager to live my dreams and transform my life
and my world. I am stepping out and making my mark in
undreamed-of ways—birthing from the creative fires of the
unleashed feminine.
I am waking up to my gifts and talents, as well as to the
contribution I can—and will—make to the future of my world.
It’s time to express my creative potential and power.
Card Affirmation:
As I invest in my own creative potential, I experience
my female creative genius.
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